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Error Codes in This ArticleError Codes in This Article

Error 106Error 106

Some children claimed have a current enrollment form date that is in aSome children claimed have a current enrollment form date that is in a
future month.  These children may not be included in the OER counts. future month.  These children may not be included in the OER counts. 

This error is generated if policy D.20bpolicy D.20b is set to YY, policy F.6policy F.6 is set to EnrolledEnrolled, and policy F.6cpolicy F.6c is set to YY, children
who's enrollment form date is set after the last day of the claim month.

Error 107 Error 107 

Grains Without an Ounce Equivalent Calculation Were ClaimedGrains Without an Ounce Equivalent Calculation Were Claimed

This error is generated if you have enabled ounce equivalents (policy M.17) and a site claims a Bread/Alt that
does not have an ounce equivalents calculation saved to the food list. This is a warning only and does not
impact claims reimbursement.

Error 108Error 108

Infant Cereal Without an Ounce Equivalent Calculation Were ClaimedInfant Cereal Without an Ounce Equivalent Calculation Were Claimed

This error is generated if you have enabled ounce equivalents (policy M.17) and a site claims an Infant Cereal
that does not have an ounce equivalents calculation saved to the food list. This is a warning only and does not
impact claims reimbursement.

Error 109 Error 109 

The Child is Younger Than the Center License AllowsThe Child is Younger Than the Center License Allows

This error is generated if a site claims a participant that is younger than the center's license allows. This edit
check references the license Starting Age in the Manage Center Information License/Schedule tab.


